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The title of this thesis has been chosen because it is proposed to
compare and contrast both works to see if they measure up to the stand¬
ards of a dramatic novel by Henry James's definition or fall below those
standards.
The dramatic novel to Heniry James is imbued with three qualities,
namely objectivity, intensity, and economy. These three qualities are
shown explicitly and implicitly in his novels. He thought of intensity
as the "dramatist's all in all," and hailed the acted play as "a novel
intensified." The yarded objectivity of the play struck James as its
"divine distinction," and greater than any other, because he regarded
the drama as "the most detached and most impersonal of literary forms."
He believed that the economic achievanent of a dramatic novel is the
compactness and vividness of the work.
James wrote What Maisie Knew in 1897 and The Awkward Age in 1898,
after the disaster of Guv Domville. which had been conceived after he
had finished reading Ibsen in 1893. He read The Master Builder. Hedda
Gabler. and A Doll's House. James had very high expectations for his
play.
In 1895, Guv Domville opened at the St. James Theatre in London.
Fundamentally, there were two causes for James's misfortune in play¬
writing here. It was a costtime play in two senses: not only was it
laid in the eigihteenth-century, which was evoked on the stage with an
elaborate flummery of rich garments and old furniture, but its thane.
iii
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the world versus the monastery, was anything but topical. Moreover, the
circumstances of the production were ominous.
In Guv Domville James had told the stoiy of a young man destined
for the priesthood who, on becoming the last of his line, had to give up
the monastery and assume the obligation owed his family name, that is,
to take charge of his estates and to marry. Guy tries the life of the
world, but becomes so disillusioned that he goes back to the monastery
permanently.^
James arrived just before the final curtain and was led on the
stage by George Alexander, the actor playing the leading character.
During the time James was on the stage, there was prolonged and
sustained applause, but varied by violent hoots, jeers and catcalls from
the audience. It was a cheering scene for a nervous, sensitive, and
exhausted author to face. Many critics believed that this was probably
2
the worst moment of his mature life.
After this terrible scene James did not collapse, but was in
possession of himself the next day. James was more or less resigned to
his failure as a playwright, even though Guv Domville. after various
3
revisions, had a respectable run of four weeks in London.
James's pla}rwriting ambitions did not die out, but they went
_
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underground. Nonetheless, his disappointment was great; he once more
observed to W. D. Howells that "he had fallen upon evil days-“every sign
or synd)ol of one's being in the least wanted, anywhere or by anyone,
having so utterly failed."^
When he emerged from the crisis of those years, his parameters for
his career had changed; he had ceased to expect the old kind of recog¬
nition. He was very disappointed about Guv Domville. Days after the
disaster, James solemnly rededicated himself to take up his old pen
again—the pen of all his old unforgettable efforts and sacred struggles.
He was once more confident; he had only to "face his problems and
2
produce, produce, and all would be well," and he did produce.
Between 1896 and 1901 he wrote The Other House. The Spoils of
Poynton. What Maisie Knew. The Awkward Age, The Sacred Fount and nu¬
merous novellas.
James believed in the divine principle of the scenario. The
scenario was a simple device vdiich remained from the work methods of his
dramatic years, that of setting down a full outline of each project, a
rough statement, a scenario, even when a trivial short story was
involved. James now brought to fiction the very mechanics he had
invoked for the writing of his plays. He talked of his fictions as
though they had been dramas. He went on to write What Maisie Knew with






scenic structure resulting therefrran, until, in The Awkward Age, he set
down virtually an entire novel in dialogue, one scene for each of his
personages and each scene illuminating the central situation.
James places primary emphasis on economy in What Maisie Knew and
secondary emphasis on objectivity and intensity, whereas in The Awkward
Age he places primary emphasis on objectivity and secondary emphasis on
economy and intensity.
What Maisie Knew is a novel describing a systematic group of
events. It is the story of a little girl's life from the ages of six to
twelve. It gives a detailed account of the process of her growing up in
an atmosphere of irresponsibility. The novel also demarcates stages of
her development, ranging from an absolutely unconscious lack of expe¬
rience to a very satisfying intellectual and emotional maturity. Maisie
stayed with her mother for six months and with her father for six months.
Later, during the development of the novel, Maisie is completely aban¬
doned by both father and mother. The stepmother, Mrs. Beale Farange,
and the stepfather. Sir Claude, use the child as a "blind" to hide their
adultery. In the last section of the novel Maisie decides to live in
poverty with her old governess, Mrs. Wix. The novel depicts corruption
and moral depravity on the part of the mother, father, stepmother, and
stepfather, and the influence these qualities had on Maisie.
In Maisie her extreme knowingness is never so great as to prevent
her from passing comments that show her profound ignorance of the
troublesome ways of sex and the rules laid down by grown-ups for the
better regulation of the game. She is always eager to claim
vii
responsibility for the relationship of her stepparents. What Maisie
Knew consists of an action cast in scenes and pictures and presented
through a center of vision.
The narrative of The Awkward Aee is very much confined to dialogue,
which is of course characteristic of a play. In this novel James con¬
fines himself to the "scene" pure and simple. He does not give the
reader any information beyond that supplied naturally by the characters
in any particular scene. James also takes care to designate the posi¬
tion of his actors and actresses on stage. This is shown in scenes
using a considerable number of characters, like the critical scene at
Mrs. Grendon's. Tishy was standing near Mr. London, and Fernanda, who
was talking to Mr. Cashmore, was between him and his wife. His wife was
standing by Harold. Edward Brookenham was near his son and Vanderbank.
James's elderly character is named as thou^ he were invoking the
rejected metropolis, Victorian London. James gave Mr. Longdon his own
age of fifty-five, the age at which he was writing the novel. Mr.
Longdon has lived for a very long time in the country, in Suffolk. The
young heroine, Fernanda Brookenham , is a charming adolescent who mingles
knowingly with her elders and hears outrageous gossip and scandal in her
mother's entourage. Mrs. Brookenham, born of the aristocracy, is mar¬
ried to a nonentity who owes his small goveriment job to his wife's good
connections.
Their son Harold has an offhand way of "borrowing" five-pound notes
or helping himself to others' money if it should be left in a desk
drawer. Lady Fanny is on the verge of quitting her husband; Mr.
viii
Cashmore wants Mrs. Brookenham to square him with his wife so he can
philander; and Mrs. Brookenham herself, in the end, is in competition
with her daughter for Vanderbank, whom Mr. Longdon, in desperation,
tries to "buy" for Fernanda by offering a good marriage settlement.
Vanderbank isn't sure, above all, whether Fetmanda, just becoming a
young adult, still possesses a virginity of heart to accompany that of
her body.
Mrs. Brookenham is the great creation of the novel: disillusioned,
anbiguous, arbitrary, she is beset by all the troubles of her world:
her ineffectual husband, her daugjhter who loves her lover, her light-
fingered son; even her salon is foundering in the crisis between mother
and daughter. Mrs. Brookenham must place her dau^tdr in life, but
Fernanda's exposure to the corrupt morals of the salon makes her un-
placeable; her virginity has been "de-emphasized." In the end Fernanda
leaves her mother's salon and goes to Beccles to live with Mr. Longdon
as his adopted daughter.
CHAPTER I
THE DRAMATIC NOVEL: ITS QUALITIES AND ELmENTS
The dramatic narrative has ancient origins. It Is seen In Aris¬
totle's Poetics. In which he discusses the possible techniques of imita¬
tion:
.. .One m^ either speak at one moment In the narrative
and at another In an assumed character, as Homer does, or
one may remain the same throu^out, without any such change,
the imitators may represent the whole story dramatically,
as thou^ they were actually doing the things described.!
Henry James clearly understood the difference between the form of
the drama and that of the novel. His occasional conversion of a novel
2
Into a play makes this evident. James, however. Is more impressionist
than formalist, and has a way of speaking of the novel In terms of the
drama, and he thus favored the ambiguous, though analogous, midpoint of
a dramatic novel. These qualities led him to speak of the novel In terms
3
of the dramatic.
Numerous British and American critics and scholars who have tried
to compare James's theory of the dramatic novel from the scattered pieces
of his theoretical, critical, and creative writings have come to the
1
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same conclusions as those presented by Joseph Warren Beach and Edwin
Marion Snell. "I like to distinguish between novelists that tell and
those that show," writes Beach, "and when I say that James was a dramatic
storyteller, I mean that he was one of those that show through scenes."^
Snell, who serves as a source for Beach's gloss, contends that the
reader 'Wist see what is happening; it must never be outlined or ex¬
plained-—hence James' extension, into the smallest detail, of the tech-
2
nique of the dramatist."
These are very sound and true statements, but it is the nature of
such generalization to lack particularity. In this case, nonetheless,
the particulars are essential to James's theoiry and practice of the
dramatic novel.^
The immediately recognizable virtue in the statements quoted lies
4
in their stress on the representational nature of Jamesian fiction.
The impression of seeing the action happen, rather than hearing it re¬
ported, is the primary and most important aspect of the dramatic novel,










in his novels by the application of certain techniques. Therefore, any
true understanding of the Jamesian conception of the dramatic novel in¬
volves all the qualities and techniques that he continually associated
2
with the novel which represented, exhibited, or showed an action.
The representational nature of the dramatic novel is itself only an
aspect of the dramatic quality of "intensity," which, together with
"objectivity" and "econony," comprises a Jamesian triad of dramatic qual¬
ities that exist in both the dramatic novel and the play and form the
3
basis of an analogy between the two forms.
When James thou^t of the novel, then, in terms of the drama, it
was natural for him to characterize the dramatic novel in terms which
applied especially to the play. It was all the more characteristic of
him to use these terms with reference to his post-theatrical novels,
since they followed his earlier experience in writing plays. Indeed, it
was in these works that James demonstrated that he had at last acquired
the "key" that, working in the sane general way, fits the ccxnplicated
4
chambers of both the dramatic and narrative lock.
The qualities of a dramatic novel are intensity, objectivity, and
econon^r. Insofar as it is possible to specify the meaning of the word
1
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Wlesenfarth, op. cit.. pp. 3-5.
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"intensity" from the many ways he uses it, James seens to consider a
novel to possess the quality of intensity when: (1) it has a carefully
and minutely related structure of events which parallel and contrast with
each other so as continually to highlight the meaning of similar and
opposite events in an action; (2) events in the novel are in some way
observed by the reader, and not witnessed to by the guarantees of char¬
acters who merely say that they took place, and the language of the
novel is thus itself concrete, so as to show; and (3) the incidents in
the novel involve a personal conflict which reflects and makes prominent
Intellectual judgements, moral choices, and emotional states of one or a
few of the more important characters.^ When each of these dimensions of
intensity exists in the highest degree which the subject allows, the
novel for James, as will be subsequently seen, in all probability
2
possesses the quality of Intensity as an ideal.
There are three dimensions to the quality of intensity as James em¬
ploys the term. One dimension depends primarily on the extent of struc-
3
tural harmony, which is called structural intensity. A second dimen¬
sion is involved with the vividness of the representation of an action,
and will be called representational intensity. The third dimension








will be called psychological intensity.
In The Awkward Age, there is a structural neatness which disallows
loose ends and relates each thing to the other, producing for James that
structural intensity in fiction which approaches the compactness of the
2
drama. "The play," he wrote, "consents to the logic of but one way,
mathematically right, and with the loose end as gross and impertinence
on its surface, and as grave a dishonour, as the dangle of a snippet of
3
silk or wool on the right side of a tapestry." James's great concern
for representational Intensity is evident frcm his repeated references
to the reader's impression of experiencing something for himself. James
4
places important emphasis on intensity as a dramatic quality.
The second quality of the novel is objectivity. James wrote to H.
G. Wells that, "I adore a rounded objectivity, a completely and patiently
achieved one..."^ James also wrote to Mrs. Humpry Ward that:
I hold the artist must know how he is doing it, writing
a novel, or he is not doing it at all. I hold he must have
a perception of the interests of his subject that grasps him
as in a vise, and that he sees the ways that comparatively
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consistent—and that is the hard-and-fastness and the vise.
1 am afraid I do differ with you if you mean that the pic¬
ture can get any objective unity from any other source
than that, can get it from, e.g., the "personality of the
author." From the personality of the author (which, how¬
ever enchanting is a thing for the reader only, and not
for the author himself, without humiliating abdications,
to my sense, to count it at all) it can get nothing but a
unity of execution and tone. There is no short cut for
the subject, in other words, out of the process, which,
having made out most, handles it, in that relation, with
the most consistent economy.^
The author gives to the novel a unity of tone and execution, and
insofar as he selects incidents and episodes and does the necessary work
2of "going behind" he is part of the novel and orders its final structure.
For James, the novelist's opinions, emotions, and desires have little
connection with the opinions, emotions, and desires of his characters.
The novelist or dramatist should seem merely to show what his characters
do; he should create the illusion of life. James does not tell us what
he sees in What Maisie Knew; he shows us what Malsie sees, and thus the
design of the story is "dignified by the most delightful difficulty,
which would be to make and to keep her so limited consciousness the very
field of my picture while at the same time guarding with care the integ-
3
rity of the objects represented." The Awkward Age achieved, for James:
The extreme in objectivity, a quality here to be
achieved by his writing the novel in imitation of a play,










The beauty in the conception was in the respective divi¬
sions of a form to successive acts of a play—as to which
it was more than ever a case for charmed capitals. The
divine distinction of a play—and greater than any other,
is how easily it succeeds in arriving at its special
guarded objectivity.^
The quality of objectivity, as James discusses it, derives from the
consistency of treatment that the author applies to his subject. This
is not haphazard; rather, it is a treatment that by its very nature
forbids the author to interfere with the characters and their situation.
The author, however, does not Interfere when he structures his story in
such a way as to distinguish clearly the intelligent from the stupid,
the appearance from the reality, the ironic from the stralgihtforward,
and so forth, so long as he preserves the Integrity of his treatment,
which a priori, must insist on showing rather than on the author's
telling.^
The third quality is economy. Economy for James is not mere
brevity; if anything it is "rich," "thick," and "bristling" representa¬
tion which balances the demands of matter and manner. A complex
manner--most often related to an agent's fine consciousness,—while
inherently intense, could lose its intensity if it were not represented.
3
The method is to be pushed as far as the subject can profit by it.








framework a structure that would approximate the qualities of a dramatic
form.
The most important problem that James faced in dramatizing the
novel was to create in a form controlled by a narrator and committed to
an action in the past, even if "the only interval between its occurring
and the reader hearing about it is that occupied by the narrator's voice
2
telling it." The qualities of intensity, objectivity, and econon^ are
peculiar to a dramatic form that is not controlled by a narrator and
committed to action and dialogue in the present. Beach asks, "But
since, in the narrative, everything is really in the past, and nothing
more present than anything else, except by a trivial approximation in
time, what is it gives us, in a story, the sense of the dramatic
present?
The answer to this question lies in the structure of the novel
which James employed to incorporate the dramatic qualities and to convey
an impression hardly distinct from that of the drama. The elements of
this are: (1) an imaglstic, metaphoric and symbolic matrix of language
which becomes a means of presenting, (2) an action that is structured in,
(3) scenes, and (4) pictures and organized around, (5) a centre that is
often intimately connected with the point of view in the novel
^Ibid.. p ~1^
Phyllis Bentley, Some Observations on The Art of Narrative (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 194/^), p. l9.
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One must look upon the action as the author's choice of the
peculiar language-matrix as his means of representing It, and the
scenes, pictures and centres as his manner of representing the action.
Each of these elements of the structure of the dramatized novel means
something quite special to Henry James. It is very important, there¬
fore, carefully to consider each, starting with the means, moving to the
subject and ending with the manner. After this has been done, a clear
Idea of both the qualities and the elements of structure In James's
dramatic novel will be available In the fullness of Its theoretical
meaning.^
One of the principles of James's dramatized novel Is that It should
always represent. Such devices as scenes and pictures certainly are im¬
portant elements by which this Ideal Is realized, but the action, as
3
achieved, must also show, exhibit, and represent.
James distinguishes between dramatized novels and anecdotes by
reference to the different subjects which they treat. In the anecdote
the character himself Is the subject:
The anecdote consists, ever, of smnething that has
oddly happened to someone, and the first of Its duties Is
to point directly to the person whom It so distinguishes.
He may be you or I or any one else, but a condition of
our Interest--perhaps the principal one--ls that the









The subject dramatized, however, does not relate to the question,
of whom, necessarily, is it told? Rather, it finds expression in a
2
small, straight action. Therefore, in those novels that he considered
dramatized, James conceived his subject in terms of action. Here for
James action is conceived as a pattern, as a whole, subsuming the
variety of doing and experiencing in the novel. Thus James writes about
"long/ing/ to represent an action, (he thinks about constructing) a
little organic and effective action; " James thought of action in this
3
sense as a unifying line in his dramatized novel.
Action is the subject represented in the dranatic novel. James
conceives the action as a unifying whole in his novel; the whole action
is composed of events, and it realizes some donnee. The nature of the
action is frequently psychological, in the sense that the development of
the state of consciousness provides mental and emotional events as sig¬
nificant as the extra-mental situations which either stimulate them or
A
are stimulated by them.
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perceptible, largely through dialogue and movement, both inward and out¬
ward aspects of an action taking place in a setting.^ Setting, move¬
ment, and gesture are clearly part of any scaie. In the staged play
they are visible to the spectator.
James also use the term "picture" to mean to represent, to sum¬
marize, to provide for the personal sensibility and to prepare for a
given scene. James totally believed that novels that told and did not
show were completely obscure.^
He not only designated individual units in the structure of his
novel as a picture. To speak of that system of alternation which has
just been mentioned is to touch on this second important meaning of plc-
3
ture, picture composed. The word alternation is the key to the whole
question of the use of the scene and the picture in the novel. James
thinks of the development of his novels as the alternation between parts
that prepare for scenes and those scenes themselves, elements which fuse
to give the synthesis of picture. The dramatic scene in the novel is,
then, a device used to frame the reader's attention. It focuses on one
small area of the canvas; when all of these areas have been examined and
put together, the pictures emerges. The dramatic scene is thus a means
1
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to the end of developing the novel as pictures.
The center is at once an integral part of a novel and a means of
organizing a novel. Its use is governed by two principles of the nov¬
elist's art that James held sacred; one relates to the subject of the
novel, the other to its treatment and its composition.
The first is the notion that the only significant subject for a
novel turns on someone's consciousness of something. This is generally
suggested by James's own ranarks, and particularly by a most significant
one in which he professes that "I never see the leading interest in any
human hazard, but in a consciousness... subject to find intensification
2
and wide enlargement."
The Awkward Age finds its center in a situation, Nanda's coming
downstairs and into a circle of "free" conversation; all the incidents
3
relate to this center. What Maisie Knew has two centers, a composi¬
tional one and a center of vision. Maisie's center of vision requires
the interpretation of the narrator. While the narrator's role is not
4
emphasized, the narrator himself is superfluous.
With a thorough understanding of the qualities and elements which
for James are the basis for a dramatic novel, there must be a
'
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relationship shown between them. Intensity in its structural relations
will be served by all the elements, but especially by the single action,
the organizing center, and the novel as picture composed. The intensity
is based upon emphasizing the personal impression of an action and the
ethical and emotional consciousness of a central character.^
Objectivity can best be shoira by a center of vision other than the
author's. The action will be served by the constant appearance of
scenes, in rotation with pictures, which present the view of different
2
characters concerning specific events.
Lastly, economy should be produced mainly through the offices of
the single action controlled by an organizing center, especially when it
is a center of vision. Economy will also be produced by pictures, and
especially by those compressed pictures which are distinguished as fore-
shortenings.^
The relationship between qualities and elements is very close in a
novel. One must describe the relationship of both "quality and elenent"
as a novel achieving an intense, objective, and economic representation
in an imagistic, metaphoric, and symbolic matrix of language, presented
through a pattern of alternating scenes and pictures, and organized
1
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about a center or centers.
What Maisie Knew is a story about Maisie Farange. Her parents, Ida
and Beale Farange, are divorced. The story is seen through the child's
point of view exclusively. Maisie's exposure to the corruptness and
bitterness of life becomes her education. Everything takes place before
Maisie. As Maisie becomes more aware, she becomes less vulnerable to
being hurt by her parents. Ida Farange uses her to carry messages to
Beale. Beale Farange does the same thing. The word "use" is very
important, because all the adults use her. Her parents never attonpt to
disguise their attitude toward her. Maisie is merely a vdiicle by which
her parents ruthlessly and destructively feed their mutual hate.
Beale marries Maisie's governess. Miss Overaore, and Ida marries
Sir Claude. Maisie's stepparents use her to promote their romance.
Even Mrs. Wlx, her final governess, uses Maisie as a substitute for her
own daughter, Clara Matilda, who has been dead for several years.
Maisie is shifted from parent to parent before she is finally abandoned
by both parents. Ida ab2mdons her at Folkestone and Beale's final re¬
jection takes place when he takes her away from the Exhibition to meet
his rich mistress, the Countess.
Maisie stays primarily with Mrs. Beale and Mrs. Wix. Sir Claude
visits regularly until her final departure. Maisie decides whom she
wants to live with. Sie wants Sir Claude to give up Mrs. Beale, but he





The Awkward Age is a story about a young heroine, Fernanda Brooken-
ham. The novel consists of ten books: Lady Julia, Little Aggie, Mr.
Longdon, Mr. Cashmore, The Duchess, Mrs. Brook, Mitchy, Tishy Grendon,
Vanderbank, and Nanda.
The Awkward Age is limited to that period in a young girl's life in
which childhood must be left behind but adulthood has not yet been
achieved. In The Awkward Age James carefully analyzed a segpient of so¬
ciety which does not fulfill its obligations to the young. The problems
connected with Fernanda's growth show a society so corinipt that it can
no longer distinguish between good and evil. Through her, the reader is
given an account of the decadence and depravity that lie behind the good
talk in her mother's drawing ro<Hn.
The Awkward Age shows a disintegration of an ethical code of be¬
havior. The Duchess does not seem troubled by her illicit affair with
Lord Petherton, while at the same time remaining terribly preoccupied
with preserving her niece Agnesina's innocence and deploring Fernanda's
exposure to the realities of life. Fernanda is in love with Vanderbank,
but he is Involved with Mrs. Brookenham. He rejects Fernanda because
she knows too much to be a socially acceptable wife. Mr. Longdon and
Mitchy are the only ones in the novel who understand and appreciate
Fernanda for what she is. Neither Mr. Longdon nor Mitchy can help
Feimanda; she must work out her own salvation. Agnesina marries Mitchy
and soon become involved with Lord Petherton. Finally, Fernanda decides
to live with Mr. Longdon at Beccles as his adopted daughter.
CHAPTER II
WHAT MAISIE KNEW AND ECONOMY
What Malsie Knew is the story of a little girl's life from her
sixth to her twelfth year. It details the process of her growing up in
an atmosphere of irresponsibility and sexual promiscuity, and it marks
stages of her development ranging from the most unconscious naivete to a
satisfying intellectual and emotional maturity. In writing the novel,
James arranges a group of sophlscated elders around a young girl who is
as fresh as they are wilted. His innocent little heroine is given over
to a world of people who push and pull her from house to house and from
country in an effort to dispose of her definitively, and who came to
realize, to their shame, that no one but she is adequately responsible
to decide what her future must be. Maisle is placed with a mother and
father who care less about her than do her stepmother and stepfather,
who, in tura, are less interested in her than is her governess, Mrs.
Wix.^
James places Maisie with parents who use her as a brickbat which
they throw at one another frequently, and thenMaisle is used by her
2
stepmother and stepfather as a suitable mask to hide their adultery.
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In the end, James finally gives Maisie to a somewhat silly, but self¬
less, old woman who has no Interest but the child's and «dio alone can
give her a stability vdilch neither parents nor stepparents can provide.
One could say that Maisie is a novel that shows innocence where
there should be corruption, selfishness where there should be love,
irresponsibility where there should be responsibility, and maturity
where there should be inmaturlty. Maisie is one of James's most sustain¬
ed studies of irony, and, in the process of becoming such, reveals
Itself as one of his most economically-developed novels.^
The most important choice that James had to make for his novel was
a center of vision. Through whose vision could Janes most satisfac¬
torily project to a little girl, who was its pariah, the forbidden world
of adult sexual viciousness? The answer is that only a little girl
could be an adequate reflector of the sordid world in which she lived;
only a child sensitive enough to see, yet young enougjh to misunderstand,
was adequate for the task. To exploit the cleavage between a child's
seeing and its understanding would be the way to realize meanings which
must otherwise be lost; to have the girl see and not understand was
2
precisely to hove the reader both see and understand.
To that then I settled—to the question of giving it
all, the vdiole situation surrounding her, but of giving it
only througih the occasions and connections of her proximity






appeal to her, as it might touch her and effect her, for
better or worse, for perceptive gain or perceptive loss:
so that we fellow witnesses, we not more invited but more
expert critics, should feel in strong possession of
it..
With Maisie as his center, Janes got all the squalor that his "ugly
little comedy" required and all the innocence that gave Maisie her
appeal, and in the interplay between the ugly and the innocent the
2
novel's world of values took shape.
Maisie, having lived the first six months after the divorce of her
parents with her father, then prepares to join Ida Farange, who is
waiting for her in her carriage. Her father, Beale Farange, detains the
child long enough to have her con a message of greeting, which shocks
her nurse, intended for her mother:
The carriage, with her mother in it was at the door; a
gentleman who was there, who was always there, laughed out
very loud; her father, who had her in his arms, said to
Moddle, 'by dear woman. I'll settle you presently"'-after
which he repeated, showing his teeth more than ever at
Maisie while he hugged her, the words for which her nurse
had taken him up, Maisie was not at the mcnnent so fully
conscious of them as of the wonder of Moddle's sudden dis¬
respect and crimson face; but she was able to produce then
in the course of five minutes, when in the carriage, her
mother, all kisses, ribbons, eyes, arms, strange sounds
and sweet smells, said to her: "And did your beastly papa,
my precious angel, send any message to your own loving
mama?" Then it was that she found the words spoken by her
papa to be, after all, in her little bewildered ears, from
which, at her mother's appeal, they passed, in her clear
shrill voice, straight to her little Innocent lips.
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reported, "that you're a nasty, horrid pig."^
This venomous incident serves as an instance of the general at¬
mosphere of the mother's dislike for the father, and vice versa. There
is another carriage ride that introduces Maisie to an intimate relation¬
ship between her father and her governess. For Maisie the words and the
actions mean one thing; to the reader they mean another. Maisie is
going from Ida's to Beale's with her father and Miss Overmore, whan she
has left six months previously:
"Did papa like you just the same while I was gone?"
She inquired full of the sense of how markedly his favour
had been established in her presence... Before Miss
Overmore could speak her reply: "Why, you little donkey,
when you're away what have I left to do but love her?"
Miss Overmore hereupon immediately took her from him,
and they had a merry scrimmage over her of which Maisie
caugjit the surprised perception in the white stare of an
old lady who passed in a Victoria. Then her beautiful
friend remarked to her gravely: "I shall make him under¬
stand that if he ever again says anything as horrid as
that to you I shall carry you straight off and we'll go
and live together and be good quiet little girls.
Maisie was constantly in situations of this kind. Ida, though
married, brings Mr. Perrlam to visit Maisie in her school room. Maisie
and Sir Claude, Ida's second husband, meet Ida and the Captain in
Kensington Gardens. Sir Claude arranges a meeting with Beale's wife,
formerly Miss Overmore, in Earl's Court. Mrs. Beale and Maisie meet
Beale and the Countess, his mistress, in the Countess's apartment. Each
1





of these situations dramatizes for the reader the progressive dis¬
integration of both parents and stepparents.^ ^d each of these sit¬
uations, while immediately b^ond Maisie's total comprehension, is
posited as a fact that her subsequent maturity demands she eventually
understand:
Sy the time she had grown sharper, as the gentlemen
who had criticised her calves used to say, she found in her
mind a collection of images and echoes to which meanings
were attachable—images and echoes kept for her in the
childish dusk, the dim closet, the high drawers, like games
she wasn't yet big enough to play.^
It was literally a moral revolution and accomplished
in the depths of her nature. The stiff dolls on the dusky
shelves began to move their arms and legs, old forms and
phrases began to have a sense that frightened her.^
This process of attaching meaning to images and echoes of her
earlier life represents a continuous movanent in Maisie's mind toward
the fusion of the thing seen and its meaning—it represents the process
of her maturation.^
The cleavage between appearance and reality in Maisie's vision of
events provides not only for her innocence in the midst of the elders'
guilt, but also for the essential amusement of those scenes in which
1
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Mrs. Wix attempts to "bring out" Maisie's moral sense.^ Mrs. Beale
Farange and Sir Claude are in love and want to live together as husband
and wife. Each proclaims that he is "free," because Beale has left with
the Countess and Ida with Mr. Tlschbeln. Mrs. Wix and Maisie then
examine the possibility of Mrs. Beale's and Sir Claude's being Maisie's
guardians while Mrs. Wix is retained as governess:
Maisie took her up before she could further phrase Mrs.
Beale's capability. "Stay on as m^l companion--yes. Stay
on as just what you were at mamma's. Mrs. Beale would let
you.'" the child said.
Mrs. Wix had by this time fairly sprung to her arms.
"And who, I'd like to know, would let Mrs. Beale? Do you
mean, little unfortunate, that you would?"
"Why not, if now she's free?"
'Free? Are you imitating him? Well, if Sir Claude's
old enough to know better, upon my word I think it's ri^t
to treat you as if you were also. You'll have to, at any
rate—to know better"...
"Why is it immorality?" she nevertheless presently in¬
quired. Her companion now turned upon her with a reproach
softer because it was somehow deeper. "You're too unspeak¬
able! Do you know what we're talking about?"... "Certain¬
ly; about their taking advantage of their freedom.
After this conversation Maisie realizes the importance of the sit¬
uation. It seems not so much that she ccxaes to grasp the sexual impli¬
cations of Ida's escapades with Mr. Perriam, Lord Eric, the Captain, and
Mr. Tischbein, or Beale's with his different women, or even Mrs. Beale's
and Sir Claude's wanting to live together; it is not so much, then, of
Maisie's developing a moral sense as Mrs. Wix understands it, as it is
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still deeper than a moral sense." Maisie comes to realize that, for all
their brilliance, her stepparents and parents are not really free, where¬
as her governess, for all her comparative craziness, is human precisely
because she is free.^
Maisie is not so narrowminded as Mrs. Wix. Mrs. Wix for Maisie
represents an especial aspect of humanity in her freedom, but so does
Sir Claude in his humaneness. But Sir Claude is trapped and afraid; he
is made weak by his attachments. Maisie, who is so much like her be¬
loved Sir Claude in her human goodness and her utter consideration,
refuses to compromise the freedom in which these virtues must operate by
2
placing herself in a situation which can only be debiliating. She
refuses not to be free. Thus Maisie finally chooses to live with Mrs.
Wix because with her she can be most free and most truly hiuaan. Maisie
has come clearly to see Sir Claude's fear in his inability to give up
Mrs. Beale and take her to Paris:
She had had a real fright but had fallen back to earth.
The odd thing was that in her fall fear too had been dashed
down and broken. It was gone. She looked round at last,
from where she paused, at Sir Claude's and then saw that his
wasn't.3
Mrs. Wix, concentrating on the moral only, and not on the radically
human as well, emphasizes the moral sense in a limited way. It is no
wonder that, while she sees Maisie as finally achieving a '\aoral sense,"
j
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she cannot realize the proportions of it. The novel ends on that note:
"She still had room for wonder at what Maisie knew."
James's choice of Maisie as center of vision was a sound one. It
enabled him to explore in the world of his novel the values inherent in
the innocence, ccmedy, and squalor which attend the child's view of her
situation. With Maisie as the center of vision, James found an excel¬
lent technique for exploring the essential ironies of his novel.^
The process of Maisie's gradually developing an awareness of the
implications of her situation covers six years. It is a mystery, then,
that this novel which James considered to be so economically written
2
should be so spread over Maisie's young life. Yet a span of years was
essential to the ironic effect, and had to be manipulated in such a way
as to enhance it. James did this by correlating the passing of time
with changing residences, changing attitudes, and changing faces.
Maisie is six years old when Beale and Ida Farange are divorced.
She spends the first six months after the separation at her father's,
where Moddle is her nurse. It is at this time that Maisie's phantas¬
magoric existence takes shape, with her father's tossing her mother's
letters "bang into the fire," with her lighting of cigarettes for
gentlemen who pinch her, with trips to Kensington Gardens in Moddle's
company, with mamma calling papa "beastly" and papa calling mamma a
1
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"nasty horrid pig."
The persistence of similar features in Maisie's young life makes
them constant for a couple of years. Janes gives the reader the sense
of time passing, while saving the space of making it pass. He, in
effect, sets Maisie in a carriage with Ida on one page in the novel
(page 13) and, two pages later, because of impressions made from the six
months with Beale, returns the reader to a Maisie who is plausibly "a
couple of years older" and seemingly just stepping fron the carriage for
another half-year with Ida. Papa's Moddle gives place to maimna's Miss
Overmore, and Beale's pinching gentlemen to Ida's squealing ladies, just
as Maisie's naivete is supplanted by a new system of practiced stupid¬
ity:
She puzzled out with imperfect signs, but with a prodi¬
gious spirit, that she had been a center of hatred and a
messenger of insult, and that everything was bad because she
had been employed to make it so. Her parted lips locked
themselves with the determination to be employed no longer.
Sfoe would forget everything, she would repeat nothing, and
when, as a tribute to the successful application of her sys¬
tem, she began to be called a little idiot, she tasted a
pleasure new and keen; when, therefore, as she grew older,
her parents in turn announced before her that she had grown
shockingly dull, it was not from any real contraction of her
little stream of life. She spoiled their fun, but she prac¬
tically added to her own.^
Maisie returns to Beale's and she brings Miss Overmore, who deserts
Ida for the child. Back at her mother's six months later, Maisie meets
her new governess in the person of Mrs. Wix.
1
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By Chapter V, when she returns to Beale's, Maisie has lived throu^
this dreadful routine for three years. Yet the reader is treated to
only three trips, but they are so highlighted by two memorable carriage
rides, Haisie's naivete and practiced stupidity, and the shameless
coarseness of her parents that they speak eloquently for three years and
more. By this time, however, each of the parents is disgusted with
Maisie because she no longer serves each as an adequate cudgel with which
to beat the other. Rather, Maisie has become a financial burden only,
one which each parent is happy to transfer to the other. Characteris¬
tically, Ida is the first to take advantage of her period of independence
by leaving Maisie for an extended period with Beale, some "weeks and
weeks" longer than the agreed six months.^
Beale is rescued from the onerous duty by Ida's second husband. Sir
Claude, who whisks the child to Ida's for a period equal to her stay at
her father's. By the end of this stay with her mother, her stepfather
has formed an alliance with her father's second wife; hence Sir Claude
takes Maisie to Mrs. Beale, her stepmother, for several weeks. Awakening
scruples lead him, however, to take the child from the center of an
adulterous relation to the more peripheral Boulogne, where Maisie is
2
reunited with Mrs. Wix.
By this time Maisie is twelve years old, having aged six years, not
in the smooth passing of slow time, but in the endless bustle of changed
_




residences, new governesses, new mammas and new papas, and new insights
into the whole of her experience. The sharply etched series of ironic
events and all that they suggest and imply become figures on a clock,
not of hours, but of months and years. ^
One way that James achieves econony is by presenting one event
which suggests one or many other preceding events which the reader has
not witnessed. Consequently, a scene like the one in which Maisie rides
in the carriage with Beale and Miss Overmore serves at least two pur¬
poses. It shows the present and reflects the past. Six months have
elapsed since Maisie left Miss Overmore, then her governess at Beale's.
Now, the reader knows, Miss Overmore is more than Maisie's goveimess;
2
she is also Beale's mistress.
The present suggests the past, and while the event detailing the
present is given, the past incidents leading up to it are there by sug¬
gestion. James also uses a moment of revelation to summarize action in
a significant manner. Towards the end of the novel, when Sir Claude
arrives in Boulogne to join Mrs. Beale, Maisie and Mrs. Wix, he tells
Maisie that he hasn't seen Mrs. Beale since his last visit. Maisie and
Sir Claude then prepare to leave for breakfast:
"We'll go to a cafe," Maisie was ready at the door; he
glanced round the room. "A moment—my stick." But there
appeared to be no stick. "No matter; I left it—oh!"










The reader can assume that Sir Claude left the stick in Mrs.
Beale's room and that he has once again lied to Maisie. With the stick
and the hurried carriage ride, the present suggests the unspoken past.
Pennitting Maisie and Sir Claude to meet Ida and the Captain in
Kensington Gardens, James writes a scene that displays a great deal of
economy. Before Sir Claude and Maisie discover the identity of Ida's
male companion, they speculate on his identity;
"Then who is it with her?"
"Blest if I know!" Said Sir Claude.
"Is it Mr. Perriam?"
"Oh dear no--Perriam's smashed."
"Staashed?"
"Exposed--in the city. But there are quantities of others,"
Sir Claude smiled.
Maisie appeared to count them; she studied the gentle¬
man's back. "Then is this Lord Eric?"... What do you know
about Lord Eric?"
She tried innocently to be odd in return. "Oh I know
more than you think. Is it Lord Eric?" She repeated. "It
may be. Blest if I care!"
"Is it—is it Lord Eric?"
Sir Claude smoked composedly enough, "I think it's the
Count."2
Next Maisie and Sir Claude meet Ida. As she leaves to talk to the
Captain, Maisie hears Sir Claude's initial salvo:
"You damned old b..." She couldn't quite hear all, it
was enough; it was too much: she fled before it, rushing





Malsle then settles down with the Captain while Sir Claude and Ida
argue. The reader, then, is treated to a foreground of peace and re¬
assurance, while in the background the fury of marital hate is unleashed
just out of earshot.
The Captain speaks with Maisie and tells her how fine a woman her
mother is. To the Captain Ida is "good;" Indeed, she is an "angel."
His quieting effect on Maisie is profound. During the conversation with
the Captain, Maisie is given a different idea of Ida; in love, she is a
Dr. Jekyll; out of love, an Edward Hyde. All of Ida's charms come to a
head in the Captain's view of her.
Yet, while in the foreground the reader sees Maisie enthralled by
the blue-eyed, straw-complexioned soldier holding her hand, he never
loses sight of the figures in the background. Although nothing but Sir
Claude's voice is first heard, the battle is fierce, to be sure. From
it Sir Claude returns flushed and out of temper, and in eloquent silence
testifies to its cruelty.
The scene in Kensington Gardens, then, is quite economical, with
its foreground and background actions and with the multiple events sug¬
gested by that single catalogue of Ida's lovers which Maisie so assid¬
uously reviews with Sir Claude and the Captain. Yet there is more to
the scene than this double exposure of past and present. This scene
serves as a center of reference for other scenes in the novel, and by so
doing contributes by its very economy to an ironic effect.
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The irony of the Kensington Gardens scene finds its complete
development in the complementary function of the two other major events
in the novel. With Maisie's interview with Ida at Folkestone and her
meeting with Beale at the Countess's, the Kensington Gardens scene forms
a vl^ette in that whole picture which the novel carefully composes. It
is, in fact, within the framework of the novel as picture composed that
the balanced sequence of events, partially represented by the Kensington
Gardens scene, makes its full ironic effect felt.^
If Beale can decide that Maisie's life will be spoiled by her
living with Ida, Ida can as easily discern Beale's corrupting Influence
on her daughter. For the child's good, each keeps Maisie from the other
for six months every year. But this bruited altruism is balanced by a
quiet selfishness when each parent sees that the child is no longer
2
interested in being told the defects of the other. The desire to
possess Maisie is turned into a scheme to be free of her. When Beale
starts flirting with Miss Overmore, it seems only fitting that Ida should
pick up someone, too. If Maisie can bring Beale and Miss Overmore
together in a guilty love affair, she can just as easily take Mrs. Beale
from her husband and introduce her to Sir Claude.
Not only do events like these parallel each other, they also seirve
to show the ever-observant Maisie that the world of "saying" and that of
"doing" are two different worlds so far as mamma and papa are concerned.
1




Ida's walk in Kensington Gardens not only parallels Beale's at the Ex¬
hibition, but also gives Maisie an bpportvinity to hear her mother praised
in a way that denies all she has learned and is yet to learn about her.
When the Captain says to Maisie, "Look here, she's true," the child is
so charmed by the man with the eyes like pale flowers that she mistakes
his statement for fact. Maisie is much wiser, thou^, after her talk
with Ida at Folkestone, where she asks her mother when is she going to
South Africa with the Captain:
"The Captain? What Captain?"
"Why when we met you in the Gardens—the one who took me to
sit with him. That was exactly what he said"... "What on
earth did he say?"
Maisie faltered supremely, but supremely she brought it
out. "What you say, mamma—that you're so good"... "What
business have you to speak of him?" Her daughter turned
scarlet."I thought you liked him." "Him—the biggest cad in
London?
Wiesenfarth writes that:
"The comparisons and contrasts set up among these
scenes pursue to its ultimate point the irony of the selfish¬
ness of parents and the liberality of strangers, the absence
of love where it should be and the presence of it where it
need have no claim. Here, by means parallel events, three
scenes complement and extend the meanings beyond their imme¬
diate context; here, in his pursuit of economy, James has
fused the novel's most telling irony.2
Maisie and Mrs. Wix are both infatuated with Sir Claude. Mrs. Wix
is deeply comic. Maisie perceives this at once, and with the discrim¬
ination of a child pays no heed until she has to choose between Sir
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wears glasses and "a little ugly snuff- colored dress, trimmed with
satin bands in the form of scallops and glazed with antiquity."^ On
first appearance, she gave Maisie a sense of "greasy grayness;" her
"turbid, sallow, unvenerable white" hair was piled on her head in a
mound and circled by a glossy braid, terminating in a dingy rosette at
the neck. Her views are more antique than the chief feathers of her
costume; Mrs. Beale thinks her "idiotic," but, comparing her to Mrs.
Micawber, declares "she will never, never, never desert Miss Farange."
Maisie's mind wanders at the end of Mrs. Wix's lesson on the "moral
2
sense" to the sound of a guitar and a woman singing ".Amour." Maisie
knew what 'amour" meant too, and wondered if Mrs. Wix did. Mrs. Wix may
necessarily be ignorant on this subject, but she says scHne very simple
and foolish things to Sir Claude which he wisely ignores when she is
trying to keep him from Mrs. Beale. However foolish Mrs. Wix may appear,
she is devoted to Maisie, and Maisie's certain knowledge of this allows
3
her to tolerate everything else in the fuzzy old woman.
The result of Mrs. Wix's attempt to instill in Maisie what she
calls a "moral sense" is to clarify beyond any doubt of Maisie's the
nature of the hold that Mrs. Beale has on Sir Claude, and to determine
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whether Malsle is trying to get rid of Mrs. Beale as a rival:
"Not the two now?" Mrs. Wix had caught on; she fin¬
ished it. "Only him alone?"
"Him alone or nobody."
"Not even me?" cried Mrs. Wix.
Maisie looked at her a moment, then began to undress.
"Oh you're nobody."^
Maisie has also discovered that Sir Claude's weakness is sexual and
that "to win him for herself and Mrs. Wix" she must do battle with her
stepmother in terms of that weakness. First, she begs him to take her
to Paris, then she wants to go back to England, and finally, she will
even sacrifice Mrs. Wix if he will give up his mistress. "I won't even
bid her good-bye... I'll sit on that old bench where you see the gold
2
virgin." But Sir Claude will not accept the bait; returning to the
hotel, they find that Mrs. Wix, thinking that Maisie has departed with
Sir Claude, has quarreled with Mrs. Beale. In the arguing which now
subsides, Maisie appeals to Mrs. Beale to give up her lover, finally pro-
3
voklng her to cry, "To you, you ab<»iinable little horror?" Acknowl¬
edging defeat when Sir Claude intercedes for relinquishing her, Maisie
departs for England with Mrs. Wix.
James endows Maisie with quick perceptions, so that, in the begin¬
ning, she comprehends much more than any little girl, however patient,
had perhaps ever understood before. She is as mature as Mrs. Beale when
1






she leaves her stepmother. This is the death of the little girl in her;
thus the story of Maisie Farange is tied in an ironic, fantastic, and
symbolic way to the story of Cherie Haudancourt, who perished for want
of love.^
Maisie must imagine the real nature of the drama of th e vital
adults in her life because, whatever she may know, she does not know,
cannot yet know, the experience of sexual desire. She knows a good deal
about it, and this of course constitutes the great charm of the novel,
that delightful fusion of Innocence and knowledge that characterizes the
tone of Maisie's of mind and is so perfectly conveyed by the tone of the
narrator. Like Fernanda in The Awkward Aee. she comes to know every¬
thing, while remaining, as does Fernanda, in sane essential way in-
^ 2nocent.
In addition to this use of the foreshortened picture and the ex¬
panded scenes, James capitalizes on a center of vision. Throu^ Maisie
the reader is constantly referred to the actual situation and her re¬
action to it, while clearly preserving an awareness of what a proper
3
response should be.
It is a mystery, in a way, that the center of vision, the use of
scene and picture, and the structural neatness of balanced events should
_
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be the very things from which the intensity and objectivity of the novel
arise. But it is quite evident that Malsie's view of the situation
gives the reader both Malsle and the situation, and consequently a
psychological Intensity. Also, the use of parallel events that form
part of the novel's structural intensity eliminates the need for the
narrator to comment on the situation.^ Just as the Countess shows Beale
to be a liar, and Mrs. Wix shows Ida to be one, and Sir Claude's stick
points to his failure in truth, so too there are many additional events
in the novel which measure others, past or to come.
There seems to be no better comment on Maisie's economy than the
fact that it does so much with so little. The "so much" represents the
dramatic qualities of econcnay, Intensity, and objectivity, and "so
little" represents the technique of James's dramatic novel--an action




THE AWKWARD A(^ AND OBJECTIVITY
Henry James wrote in Harper's Weekly that The Awkward Age was com¬
posed of "the neat figure of a circle consisting of a ntmiber of small
rounds disposed at equal distance about a central object. The central
object was my situation, my subject in itself, to which the thing would
owe its title, and the small rounds represented so many distinct lamps,
as I liked to call them, the function of each of which would be to light
with all due intensity one of its aspects."^ Each of the "lamps" was a
"single social occasion" in which James proceeded to exhaust, as he
says, "the scenic possibilities; the occasions correspond," he continues,
to "Acts of a play," and his purpose in using them as a basis of form
was to achieve "objectivity" that required no "going behind" scenes to
explain, as fiction so often does, and drama does not. To make the
2
presented occasion tell all its story Itself was then his purpose. The
following analysis will attempt to describe the mutual relationships of
the order of the "circles," the books or "acts" divided into numbered
units which we may, for convenience, call "scenes." There are thirty-
ei^t such "scenes" rather evenly distributed among the ten character-
named books of the novel.
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Each character dominates his own book. The order is as follows
I - Lady Julia VI - Mrs. Brook
II - Little Aggie VII - Mitchy
III - Mr. Longdon VIII - Tishy Grendon
IV - Mr. Cashmore IX - Vanderbank
V - The Duchess X - Nanda
The first book is in many ways expository. Thou^ she is deceased. Lady
Julia is present in The Awkward Age. However, since Lady Julia cannot
be physically placed in The Awkward Age, contrary to the deliberate
placement of all other characters as if they were actually on a stage,
she can be ignored once the reader grants her omnipresence.^ The reader
is thus left with nine books, each with a nominal head character who is
physically present, and at the center of the nine appears Mrs. Brooken-
ham herself. Her Importance is implied by James's description of her as
"the best thing I've ever done," but four figures precede and four fol¬
low her.
The Duchess (Book V) and Mitchy (Book VII) are closest to Mrs.
Brook (Book VI). This proximity is explained by (a) Mrs. Brook's run¬
ning debate with the Duchess over their respective methods of rearing
their young girls, and (b) their respective campaigns to marry their
young girls to Mitchy, a wealthy bachelor. Conflicts A and B relate to
each other, in that the Duchess matches her niece with Mitchy, to Mrs.




Aggie's innocence is besmirched after the marriage.
Cashmore (Book IV) and Tishy (Book VIII) also find a "center" in
Mrs. Brook; the ccnmnon ground is her daughter Fernanda. Cashmore, Mrs.
Brook, and Tishy focus on Fernanda alone. Cashmore finds he is in love
with Fernanda, and wants to prove the lapse of his infatuation with
Carrie Donner by showering his attentions upon Fernanda. It is at Tishy
Grendon's that the "affair" between Fernanda and Cashmore developed,
developed even further than Mrs. Brook has realized. The company
Fernanda keeps at Tishy's indeed discredits Fernanda in the eyes of
2
many.
It is this "connection" with Cashmore, the fact, even of Cashmore's
private visits to Fernanda, that puts Vanderbank off from seeing her on
the final occasion when he might have proposed marriage to her (Book IX,
Scene XXXI). At this Mrs. Brook serves her own case, at her daughter's
expense, more callously than ever before. At the end of the scene, she
insists that Vanderbank find out for himself whether Fernanda "likes"
Cashmore; the suggestiveness kills whatever remains of Vanderbank's
trust in Fernanda's innocence after it is climactlcallydiscredited at
Tishy's. On that occasion, Mrs. Brook publicly announces that Fernanda
has read an improper French novel, a dramatic prop that serves to
blacken Aggie's reputation as well. Books IV, VI and VIII emphasize,
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of Fernanda (Cashmore), as well as the extraordinary selfishness of
Fernanda's mother.^
Books III and IX, Longdon's and Vanderbank's, may also be focused
on Mrs. Brook (Book VI). First, Longdon's fundamental dislike for the
inveterate hostess is offset by Vanderbank's adulation of her. Secondly,
Longdon's affinity for Fernanda contrasts with Vanderb^mk's inability to
love the girl. Thirdly, Mrs. Brook "works" Longdon by appealing to his
love for her dead mother. Lady Julia, and, infatuated herself with
2
Vanderbank, she prevents his advantageous marriage to Fernanda.
Longdon and Vanderbank are very close friends, in that Longdon once
loved Vanderbank's mother; this, together with London's deep feeling
for Lady Julia, Fernanda's grandmother, is his reason for wanting
Fernanda and Vanderbank to marry. His case is much strengthened by
Fernanda's very real love for Vanderbank.
Books II and X, Aggie's and Nanda's, are first and last, if the
reader disregards Book I, "Lady Julia," on grounds already mentioned.
The contrast between the continental ieune fille and the "modem"
English girl suggests a basis of composition in the novel that divides
3
it into contending halves. Another kind of rival-halves pattern
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more highly social scenes, which Mrs. Brook dominates as the hostess of
her own tea table (Books II, IV, and VI) or which she dominates as the
most brilliant guest at Tishy Grendon's dinner party (Book VIII). This
social sequence ends with Book VIII, the revelation at Tishy's; Fernanda's
own Book X is her signally private, almost introspective, ccxnmuning,
first with Vanderbank, then with Mitchy, and last of all with Longdon,
the three most important persons in her life.^
The odd-numbered books of the novel tend to be dominated by Longdon,
the moral antagonist of Mrs. Brook. Lady Julia, whom Longdon still
loves in memory, dominates Book I; III is Longdon's own; V is the
Duchess's, who thinks that Longdon's dislike of Mrs. Brook has made him
2
come round to helping her make the match between Aggie and Mitchy.
The books of the novel that are pro-Longdon are less highly "scenic"
than Mrs. Brookenham's. It may be an over-extension of the sense of the
picture-versus-scene distinction that James makes in his preface to The
3
Ambassadors. Longdon's books are expressive, however, of the more
Idealistic, less opportunistic values of the novel, though these virtues
do not of themselves necessarily bring about morally desirable relation¬
ships. The greatest failure of such highminded intentions comes from
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persons morally through the marriage, she causes Mitchy, who loves her,
deep and lasting pain, and she leads Aggie, who trusts her, into public
disgrace. Fernanda intended that the marriage would free Mitchy of his
ugly exploitation by Petherton; instead, it provides Petherton with a
further, more serious means of injury, the seduction of Aggie after she
becomes Mitchy's wife.
The contention which dominates Mrs. Brook's brilliantly conver¬
sational "scenes" and Longdon's more solemnly discursive "pictures" is
over Fernanda and Vanderbank. Mrs. Brook pervades her scenes because
Vanderbank is the chief ornament of her social circle. Longdon too has
his claims, by way of his love for Vanderbank's mother and for Fernanda's
grandmother, a sentiment of older traditional values which Mrs. Brook
has negated, but which Fetmanda transmutes into her own awkward-age
, .1.
manner of expression.
As has been noted, there is a standing debate between Mrs. Brook
2
and the Duchess about the proper method of rearing young girls.
Fernanda, "over-exposed" as a '\nodem" daughter, is in moral ascendancy
at the end of the novel, a fact unknown to her mother, who does not
accept her dau^ter's moral values in any event. Fernanda pleads the
case of her mother's youth and love of society to both Vanderbank and
Mitchy, who have been neglecting Mrs. Brook after the smash she has
1
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deliberately brought on at Tishy's. Fernanda gets Mitchy and Vanderbank
to promise to go back to Mrs. Brook's again, even thougli she herself has
suffered most from her mother's abusiveness
Contrary to Fernanda, who, like her younger predecessor in James'
fiction, Malsle, knows everything too soon in life. Little Aggie knows
"nothing" before her marriage to Mitchy. Despite Fernanda's own plea
that all girls should be reared to be as blank as a page as Aggie, this
upbringing does not serve Aggie at all in matrimony. It leaves her an
apparently willing, though possibly also unwitting, victim of her aunt's
lover. Fetherton takes up with the niece once she is safely married and
can have lovers as she pleases; London society gives her the accepted
examples of Carrie Donner and Lady Fanny.
Thus, even if Mrs. Brook fails to match Mitchy and her own
Fernanda, she is in one sense vindicated by the failure of Aggie's mar¬
riage to him and, finally, in her role as adviser to disappointed wives
and husbands, she will have the consolation of ministering to the needs
2
of both Aggie and Mitchy. Mrs. Brook also has the satisfaction, for
what it may be worth to her, and apparently that is a great deal, of
seeing the Duchess horribly compromised by her own lover when he deserts
her and exploits the innocent by means of the Dochess herself. It has
been Mrs. Brook's contention and grief that the Duchess never has to pay
anything, but certainly the Duchess pays at lasts, and most severely,
_
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when her own Indulgence find out and overtakes the morally spotless
niece.^
The truly significant structure of The Awkward Age depends upon
James's placement and handling of scene. Thus far I have noted only the
structural hints in the table of contents, which gives the nominal
centers of each book. 1 shall now examine the dialogues in the scenes.
James's series of dialogues achieves great objectivity. Those
snatches of conversation which Mrs. Brookenhan has with her son, the
Duchess, and her husband concern Harold's going to Brander. In Chapter
IV, Mrs. Brook encounters her son Harold just after he has taken five
pounds and some sovereigns from her secretairy:
One can't live anywhere for nothing—it's all bosh that
a fellow saves by staying with people. I don't know how it
is for a lady, but a man's practically let in.
'too you know you kill me, Harold?" Mrs. Brookenham woe¬
fully interposed. But it was the same remote melancholy
that she asked in the next breath: "It wasn't any invita¬
tion- -to Brander?"
"It's as I told you. She said she'd write, fixing a
time; but she never did write."
"But if you wrote?"
The Duchess dealt with it. "She writes the most extra¬
ordinary notes."
"Well, this was nice, I thou^t,"Mrs. Brookenham said,
"from a woman of her age and her immense position to so
young a man"...
"Yes, but Harold's a mere baby." "Then he doesn't
seem to want for nurses!" The Duchess replied. She smiled
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And when Edward asks about his son, he gets half of what Harold got
and half of what the Duchess got from his wife; he gets therefore, a
mixture of the true and the false:
"And where's Harold?" he went on.
"He's at Brander. That is, he will be by dinner. He has
just gone."
"And how does he get there?"
'Why, by the South-Western. They'll send to meet him"...
"They'll only send if there are others too."^
These conversations with Harold, the Duchess, and Edward char¬
acterize Mrs. Brookenham as an unscrupulous opportunist and equivocator.
The narrator does not say that she is one; nobody, in fact, ever says so.
Nonetheless, the reader sees what happens from scene to scene and Judges
for himself. James, in casting the burden of decision upon the reader,
makes his novel more objective, but one must ask whether all the talk
required to create the objectivity is worth the space it occupies. Mrs.
Brookenham equivocates and seizes opportimlties throughout the novel.
Harold is a minor character who acts sufficiently in the other chapters
to enable one to do without the Brander excursion. Besides, this dis¬
cussion is so peripheral to the central problem focusing on Fernanda
2
that it seems almost irrelevant.
James achieved objectivity by his method, but where do the other
dramatic qualities of intraisity and economy fit into this system? They
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hears in the interest of objectivity different people talk at length
1
about the same thing. He is thus presented with different views of an
event, but the appositeness of the event itself to the central sit¬
uation does not appear to have been considered. The seemingly irrel¬
evant is as fully treated as the seemingly relevant. This dispropor¬
tion is shown by the tangential love affairs of Cashmore and Carrie
Donner, Captain Dent-Douglas and Fanny Cashmore receiving as full treat-
2
ment as more vital affairs in Chapter XIII. There is consequently the
danger of generating what is not a truly proportioned dramatic effect;
moreover, the incidaits inspiring the conversation are seldom coter¬
minous about something past or to come. Speech does not run parallel
with and flash from an event, but circles an absent midpoint with the
3
dim glow of hypotactic dialogue.
In Chapter III, for instance, Longdon offers to endow Fernanda if
Vanderbank will marry her. He and Vanderbank discuss this point at
length emd then pass on to Mitchett's chances of winning Fernanda's hand,
Mrs. Brookenham's inevitable opposition to Longdon's plan, and
Fernanda's extraordinary knowledge. In Chapter IX, Vanderbank goes over
Longdon's offer at length with Mrs. Brook. Also, they discuss Mitchy's
chances. Mrs. Brook then registers her opposition to the Longdon's









and Vanderbank, and the same ground is covered. Mrs. Brook again
registers her opposition, and Mitchy's chances are again discussed. It
is true that in Chapter III there are only Longdon and Vanderbank, in
Chapter VI Mrs. Brook and Vanderbank, and in Chapter VIII Mrs. Brook,
Vanderbank, and Mitchy, but by this time the issue is suffocating.
However, it is not left to die just yet. Chapter IX parallels Chapter
X. Here Vanderbank talked with Mitchy at Mr. Longdon's, whereas in
Chapter VII Vanderbank talked with Longdon at Mitchy's. The conversa¬
tion concerns Longdon's offer, Mitchy's marrying Aggie, which will end
his chance for Fernanda, and Fernanda's knowledge. It seems obvious
that the continual use of the same themes with a sli^t variation is
characteristic of the structure of The Awkward Age. No one can deny
that througih it the ground is thoroughly covered, but no one can ever
say that the same topics which relate to the past and the future have
not been forced again and again into lengthy discussions, in the present,
by a method which a priori refuses to recognize the value of subordina-
3
tion and s}mthesis.
James describes a character in the same manner of the enlightened
observer of the scene and then allows that character to speak in such
ways as to testify to the truth of the description. Thus, Edward
Brookenham:
-
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When Mr. Brookenham appeared his wife was prompt.
"She's coming back for Lord Petherton."
"Oh!" he simply said.
"There's something between them."
"Oh!" he merely repeated. 4nd it would have taken
many such sounds on his part to represent a spirit of re¬
sponse discernible to any one but his mate.
"There have been things before," she went on, "but I
haven't felt sure." "Don't you know how one has sometimes
a flash?
Mrs. Brook continues her conversation with her husband, taking up
the subjects of the Duchess and Petherton and Fernanda and Tishy, of
which Edward knows nothing (hence his many "Ohs"), and she knows every¬
thing. Edward Brookenham is smnewhat inane. One can, finally, mention
the fact that some conversations are so tenuously drawn out as to con¬
tribute little to the novel and much to wearing down the reader's
2
patience.
The Awkward Age is a novel which thrives on the unusual. An adul¬
terous guardian, the Duchess, rears in innocence a niece, Aggie, who
later contends with her for her lover, Petherton. A sophisticated
mother, Mrs. Brook,rears a daughter, Fernanda, who later threatens her
intimacy with a handsome bachelor, Vanderbank. The same delicately
urbane lady, who desires her daughter's marriage to a man of means,
presents the realization of it in the most vulgar way open to her. The
same girl, morally irreproachable in spite of being raised in an at¬
mosphere where the risque is the rule than the exception, frightens off
1
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possible suitors because of what she knows.
Mitchy, who wants to marry Feimanda, marries on her advice Aggie,
who subsequently becomes prcmilscuous. His troubles then unite him with
the girl he loves in a way that was formerly impossible. Vanderbank, a
poor young man, refuses to marry the attractive and knowledgeable young
girl who loves him and marriage to whom will bring him a fortune. A
disenchanted husband, Mr. Cashmore, is getting over a love affair with
Carrie Donner by means of the counsel of Fernanda, whose brother Harold
becomes a social success by having an affair with the man's wife, Fanny
Cashmore. Mr. Longdon, who paternally loves the knowledgeable girl and
is willing to give her up and present her a large amotint of money, is
the one who finally wins Feimanda and thus retains his fortune. Thus,
the society which forms the young girl implicitly rejects her because
2
her new "freedom" provides it material for conversation.
Fernanda and Aggie live in a society which is corrupt and un¬
scrupulous. Mrs. Brookenham cossnits adultery and the Duchess has a
lover. They are ccsnpletely surrounded by people who do not have hi^
moral values. The rcxnp of Aggie and Petherton is a key to a far from
innocent relationship, one that Mitchy, as the unhappy husband, must
stand by and witness. The central social symbol of moral decay here
reflects the decay of manners and the social hypocrisy of an amoral
society. Thus, Mrs. Brook's feigned excitement is merely a social
1
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camouflage for her predatory way of alienating Vanderbank from Fernanda
and securing Mr. Longdon's future support of her daughter. She no more
cares that Fernanda has read Vanderbank's novel than she does that the
girl has read "Goldilocks.”^ The point is that she here creates a scene
which will so disgust Longdon that in his affection for Fernanda, seeing
her abandoned by Vanderbank, he will eventually ask her to come to him
and take her out of a society where such vulgarity is possible. And if
this characterizes Mrs. Brook's unscrupulous use of people, Mr. Cash-
more's pouncing on the novel signals his turn of mind. Harold's remark
to Fanny points to the intimacy of their relationship and to his love
for money and her attitude toward opportunity, Edward's quip reflects
his plight. Aiside frcm Fernanda, the only one in the room who shows a
grain of sense is Mr. Longdon, and he does it with a traditional and
2
polite "Goodnight."
This scene is everything that James could have hoped for. There is
a central ssnnbol, the French novel, tying together two strands of value
evident in any hypocrisy which allows Aggie to be a social success and
Fernanda to be a social failure. It provides a chance for comment or
action or both by each member of Tishy's party. And as these comments
and actions contribute to the scene they simultaneously characterize the
speakers and doers. James produces in small a central situation
1
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surrounded by reflectors; he produces, in other words, a capsule form of
what he wanted his whole novel to be.^
The scene, while retaining as objective as any in the novel, is so
without sacrificing intensity and economy. This episode has action in
the foreground and in the background; while one thing happens before the
reader's eyes, the amount of his wonderment increases, as reports of
2
what is happening out of hearing are given.
When foreground and background actions merge, they center on the
French novel which preciptates the comments and movements of the char¬
acters. Finally, this scene, plumbing the depths of the present,
reaches to the past and future as well. Not only has Mrs. Brook dis -
cussed this novel with Vanderbank earlier, but she has also been trying
3
to get Fernanda a place far from her own fiscally Impoverished side.
Now, with the novel as her tool, she resolutely sets about her task.
The success of her venture is seen in the last chapter of the novel,
where that society which is incapable of placing its natural offspring
is measured with the fullness of irony by an old man who alone is human
enou^ to understand what its illustrious representative, Vanderbank,
cannot:
"Come," he then very firmly said—quite indeed as if it
were a question of their moving on the spot.
1
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It naturally made her smile, which, with a certain com¬
punction, she immediately corrected by doing for him in the
pressure of her lips to his cheek what he had just done her¬
self. '*ro-day?'' she more seriously asked.
He looked at his watch, '*ro-morrow."
She paused, but clearly for assent, "That’s what I mean by
your taking me as 1 am. It is, you know, for a girl--extra¬
ordinary". ..
"Everything's different from what it used to be."
"Yes, evexrything," he returned with an air of final in¬
doctrination. "That's what he ought to have recognized."
"As you have?" Nanda was once more—and completely
now—enthroned in high justice. "Oh he's more old-fashioned
than you." ^
’iHuch more," said Mr. Longdon with a queer face.
Anticipated by so much that precedes it, and finding the fulfill¬
ment of final irony in the conversation between Fernanda and Mr. Longdon,
the "Tishy Grendon" scene is obviously one that reverberates in many
directions, setting up with the greatest econcmy possible a psycholog-
ical and structural intensity in an episode rigorous in its objectivity.'^
What this scene shows is the complex meaning of The Awkward Age
itself; for the novel, like this one episode, is concerned with a group
of people who have created a society in which it is impossible to have
a meaningful life. It projects modem fmstration in scenes where the
young and the old, the traditional and the contemporary, the intel¬
ligent and the ignorant rigorously contend with each other in seeking
the satisfactory. The world of the Age is one in which unavoidable
details can no longer be found in married life, but only in the paternal
1
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affection of an old man for crying girl.
It is well to note that the form of this novel, like those of
others by James, is an expression of its moral values. 1 have pointed
out Mrs. Brook represents the center of living values, opportunism or
pragmatism selfhood that is not guilty of flagrant moral violations.
Aggie, the first living value, following the order of books, is clois¬
tered virtue corrupted by its first meeting with experience. Fernanda,
the last living person in the order of books, is virtue over-exposed,
ultimately uncorrupted. Lady Julia, who is dead, figures in the first
book: she is beautiful, but impossible as an earthy ideal; Fernanda is
2
an ideal earthly image.
Mr. Longdon sharply clashes with Cashmore, who is unprincipled
aggression. The Duchess is more circumspect and clever in her immoral¬
ity, but not sufficiently so to avoid being found out by her superior
rival, Mrs. Brook. Mitchy is Immoral enou^ and wealthy enougli not to
have to worry about social acceptance, but at his center, as Mrs. Brook
observes, there is something good. Mitchy‘s moral inanition reappears
more intensely in Tishy Grendon, who wants love and falters between the
3
advice of her sister Carrie and that of her friend Fernanda. Vander-








sorts with Mrs. Brook that is kept in hand by their mutual fear of com¬
promise. He likes Mr. Longdon's offer of money, but he backs away from
it for fear of being bribed. He likes Fernanda, but he lets Mrs. Brook
talk him out of permitting his liking to become anything more, and his
inanity reduces him to Jealousy. Mitchy sees that Vanderbank is jealous
of him for being able to love Fernanda so deeply and so without reserve,
and it is this love alone that saves Mitchy in spite of his unhappy
marriage.^ Though Vanderbank is supposed to be a thoroughly likeable
young man, he is adored by too many people and does not know which way
to turn.
Thus, in the highly "scenic" portions of The Awkward Age, the
reader observes the opportunism of Mrs. Brook asserting itself and en¬
dangering the idealism which centers primarily in Mr. Longdon and which
is aided by Fernanda. The pro-Longdon books alternate with the scenic
ones and are attempts to recoup, in a less aggressive, dramatic way, the
ground lost to Mrs. Brook in the scenic encounters. Longdon's books are
only occasionally "pictorial" in the full sense of James's term, but
since they are more subdued and introspective it is natural that they
2
incline toward pictorial representation. The reader may conclude that
the tug of war between Mrs. Brook and Mr. Longdon, a moral conflict, is
itself dramatized by the counterbalanced form of The Awkward Age.





more consciously dramatic form. The difference is not absolute, for he
has always adjured himself, "Dramatize, dramatize!” Still, he knows
much better how to follow that advice after the theater years, and in no
novel can he be said to do so more intensely than in The Awkward Age.
Nor does the effect wear off. The contrast between dramatic "scene" and




"A Study of the Dramatic Techniques Employed In The Awkward Age and
What Malsle Knew" Is a study of both works In relation to the dramatic
form as written by Henry Janes. James attempted to embody, and
succeeded In Incorporating, definite dramatic qualities in these two
novels.
Chapter I, "The Dramatic Novel: Its Qualities and Elements" deals
with how the term dramatic novel raises a problem in literary theory
which has been discussed In detail to give the reader an appreciation of
James's middle and late periods of writing. Chapter I also deals with a
solution in terms of an analogy between the novel and the drama. James
recognized "intensity," "economy," and "objectivity" as indispensable
qualities in the play, and hence he attempted to incorporate these
qualities into a novel which he conceived of as "dramatized." This
chapter entails a discussion of five specific elements of James's dram¬
atized narrative: language, action, scene, picture, and centre. It has
been stated that through a careful use of these elements James achieved
the qualities of "intensity," "economy," and "objectivity," and thus
truly effected a dramatic novel.
Chapter II, "What Maisie Knew and Economy," looks at particular
incidents in the novel to see how James achieved economy. James seems
to do so little to achieve econoacy in What Maisie Knew. In Maisie the
"so much" represents the dramatic qualities of economy, intensity, and
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objectivity and the "so little" represents the technique of James's
dramatic novel, an action cast in scenes and pictures and presented
through a center of vision.
Maisie is a young girl who is moved from place to place by both her
parents and stepparents. She is used by all the adults in the novel.
By the time Maisie is called upon to choose between her stepparents and
Mrs. Wix, she has evolved into a self-contained, mature little person.
Her growing awareness through the course of the novel has enabled her to
differentiate between ephemeral and constant values. But Maisie must
feel truly needed in order to be complete within herself. This is the
function of Mrs. Wix: to give Maisie the feeling that her existence is
of consequence to someone. The little old governess is shabby and
ignorant, but she needs Maisie to give meaning to her own life, and the
child feels it at her first encounter with the wcmian. What Maisie felt
for Mrs. Wix was that she had been, with passion and anguish, a mother,
and that this was something which Miss Overmore was not and which her
real mother was even less.
To achieve economy, James uses Maisie as the center of vision.
James let his characters say and do things that would give another char¬
acter a different view of the situation frcm that of the reader. The
reader then knows the view of the characters and his own.
Chapter III, "The Awkward Age and Objectivity," deals with the
novel in terns of achieving objectivity throu^ corresponding events.
The Asrfcward Aee is divided into ten "acts" or books. Each act bears the
name of a person. They are I - Lady Julia, II - Little Aggie, III - Mr.
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Longdon, IV - Mr. Cashmore, V - The Duchess, VI - Mrs. Brook, VII -
Mitchy, VIII - Tishy Grendon, IX - Vanderbank, and X - Nanda. Fernanda
is the heroine in the novel. Nonetheless, even from the beginning the
reader is introduced to Fernanda to build up the importance of Book X.
In The Awkward Aee. James implies a number of things, but never states
them explicitly.
The Awkward Aee is considered an experiment in objectivity. Many
critics believed that James did, in fact, achieve objectivity, econaay,
and intensity in both works. And both works are centered around two
young girls who have been over-exposed to a corrupt society too soon.
Maisie is six years old when her education begins. Fernanda has reached
her early teens when hers increases.
Maisie is engaged in a systematic study of her elders; she thus
searches determinedly for her identity amid her absent and estranged
parents and governesses. Fenianda relates to this phase in The Awkward
Age; "There was never a time when I didn't know something or other
and... I becOTie more and more aware, as I grew older, of a hundred
little chinks of daylight."
The Awkward Age and What Maisie Knew do possess the three qualities
of a dramatic novel. The Awkward Age's major quality is objectivity,
and econon^ and intensity are considered secondary. What Maisie Knew's
major quality is economy, and objectivity and intensity are considered
secondary. The center of vision, the use of scene and structural neat¬
ness, are the very things from which the intensity and objectivity of
the novel arise. It is quite evident that Maisie's view of the
57
situation gives the reader both Malsle and the situation and, con¬
sequently, a vibrant psychological intensity. Also, the use of parallel
events which form part of the novel's structural intensity eliminates
the need of the narrator's conmentlng on the situation.
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